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We define the energy of a perfectly isolated system at a given retarded time as the suitable null limit of the
quasilocal energyE. The result coincides with the Bondi-Sachs mass. OurE is the lapse-unity shift-zero
boundary value of the gravitational Hamiltonian appropriate for the partial systemS contained within a finite
topologically spherical boundaryB5]S. Moreover, we show that with an arbitrary lapse and zero shift the
same null limit of the Hamiltonian defines a physically meaningful element in the space dual to supertransla-
tions. This result is specialized to yield an expression for the full Bondi-Sachs four-momentum in terms of
Hamiltonian values.@S0556-2821~97!03104-4#

PACS number~s!: 04.20.Ha, 04.60.Ds

I. INTRODUCTION

To define quasilocal energy in general relativity, one can
begin with a suitable action functional for the time history
M of a spatially bounded systemS. Here ‘‘suitable’’ means
that in the associated variational principle the induced metric
on the time historyT of the system boundaryB5]S is fixed.
In particular, this means that the lapse of proper time be-
tween the boundaries of the initial and final states of the
systemS must be fixed as boundary data. The quasilocal
energy~QLE! is then defined as minus the rate of change of
the classical action~or Hamilton-Jacobi principal function!
corresponding to a unit increase in proper time@1,2#. So
defined, the QLE is a functional on the gravitational phase
space ofS and is the value of the gravitational Hamiltonian
corresponding to the unit lapse function and zero shift vector
on the system boundaryB. Although other definitions of
quasilocal energy have been proposed~see, for example, the
references listed in@1#!, the QLE considered here has the key
property, which we consider crucial, that it plays the role of
internal energy in the thermodynamical description of
coupled gravitational and matter fields@3#.

In this paper we define the energy of a perfectly isolated
system at a given retarded time as the suitable limit of the
quasilocal energyE for the partial system enclosed within a

finite topologically spherical boundary.1 For our choice of
asymptotic reference frame the energy that we compute
equals what is usually called the Bondi-Sachs mass@5,6#. As
we shall see, our asymptotic reference frame defines pre-
cisely that infinitesimal generator of the Bondi-Metzner-
Sachs~BMS! group corresponding to a pure time translation
@7,6,8#. We also show that in the same null limit the lapse-
arbitrary, shift-zero Hamiltonian boundary value defines a
physically meaningful element in the space dual to super-
translations. This dual space element, it turns out, coincides
with the ‘‘supermomentum’’ discussed by Geroch@9#. Our
results are then specialized to an expression for the full
Bondi-Sachs four-momentum in terms of Hamiltonian val-
ues. It is already known that whenB is the two-sphere at
spacelike infinity, the quasilocal and Arnowitt-Deser-Misner
@10# notions of energy momentum agree@1,3#. Our results
therefore indicate that the quasilocal formalism provides a
unified Hamiltonian framework for describing the standard
notions of gravitational energy momentum in asymptopia.

Before turning to the technical details, let us first present
a short overview of our approach. Consider a spacetimeM
which is asymptotically flat at future null infinityI1 and a
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1Hecht and Nester have also considered energy momentum~and
‘‘spin’’ ! at null infinity ~for a class of generally covariant theories
including general relativity! via limits of quasilocal Hamiltonian
values @4#. Their treatment of energy momentum is based on a
differential-forms version of canonical gravity, often referred to as
the ‘‘covariant canonical formalism.’’ For pure Bondi-Metzner-
Sachs~BMS! translations our results are in accordance with those
found by Hecht and Nester, although at the level ofgeneralsuper-
translations they differ. We provide a careful analysis of the zero-
energy reference term~necessary for the QLE to have a finite limit
at null infinity!, and this analysis is intimately connected with our
results concerning general supertranslations.
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system (w,R,u,f) of Bondi coordinates thereon@6#. The
retarded timew labels a one-parameter family of outgoing
null hypersurfacesN(w). The coordinateR is a luminosity
parameter~areal radius! along the outgoing null-geodesic
generators of the hypersurfacesN(w). The Bondi coordinate
system also defines a two-parameter family of topologically
spherical two-surfacesB(w,R). It suits our purposes to con-
sider only a single null hypersurface of the familyN(w),
say,N(w* ), the one determined by settingw equal to an
arbitrary constantw* . The collectionB(w* ,R) of two-
surfaces foliatesN(w* ), and in theR→` limit these two-
surfaces converge on an infinite-radiusround sphere
B(w* ,`). To streamline the presentation, we refer to our
generic null hypersurface simply asN, and we use the plain
letterB to denote both theN-foliating collectionB(w* ,R)
and a single generic two-surface of this collection. Now,
should we desire a more generalN-foliating collection of
two-surfaces, we could, of course, introduce a new radial
coordinateR̄. For a fixed retarded timew5w* the new two-
surfaces would then arise as level surfaces of constantR̄.
However, we shall not consider such a new radial coordinate,
because the new two-surfaces would not necessarily con-
verge towards a round sphere in the asymptotic limit. At any
rate, we could handle such an additional kinematical free-
dom, were it present, by assuming that along each outgoing
null ray R̄ approachedR at a sufficiently fast rate in the
asymptotic limit.

Our first goal is to compute the QLE within a two-surface
B in the limit asB approaches a spherical cut ofI1 along the
null surfaceN and to show that this result coincides with the
Bondi-Sachs mass:

MBS~w* !5 lim
R→`

E
B~w*

,R!
d2xAs«. ~1.1!

Here«5(k2kuref)/k is the quasilocal energy surface density
with k58p ~in geometrical units! ands is the determinant
of the induced metric onB. Recall thatk denotes the mean
curvature ofB as embedded in somespacelikespanning
three-surfaceS. Since bothB andS are embedded in the
physical spacetimeM, we sometimes use the notation
«uphy5k/k. Also recall thatkuref denotes the mean curvature
of a surface which is isometric toB but which is embedded
in a three-dimensionalreferencespace different thanS. Here
we choose the reference space to be flat Euclidean space
E3; i.e., we assign a flat three-slice of Minkowski spacetime
the zero value of energy@1#. Although a definition of the
zero-energy reference in terms of flat space is neither always
essential nor appropriate@11#, it is the appropriate choice for
the analysis of this paper.

In order to definek, we must select such a three-surface
spanningB for eachR value.~For a singleB many different
spanning three-surfaces will determine the samek. In fact,
k is determined solely byB and a timelike unit vector field
um on B, which can be considered as the unit normal of a
slice S. Thus, the continuation ofS away fromB is not
needed; moreover, such a continuation ofS might not be
defined throughout the interior ofM. Therefore, though we
speak of choosing aS three-surface to spanB for eachR
value, we are really fixing only a timelike unit normal vector

field atB.! For generality, we leave the choice of spanning
three-surfaceS essentially arbitrary at eachR value, but we
do enforce a definite choice asymptotically. Heuristically, as
R→` theS three-surface spanningB approaches an asymp-
totic three-surfaceS` which spans a round infinite-radius
spherical cut ofI1 ~see Fig. 1!. Our construction is, as ex-
pected, sensitive to the choice of asymptotic three-surface
S` . Said another way, the QLE depends on the fleet of
observers atB whose four-velocities are orthogonal to the
spanning three-surface atB. Therefore, one expectsa priori
the expression on the right-hand side of Eq.~1.1! to depend
on the choice of asymptotic fleet associated with the two-
sphere atI1. The asymptotic fleet we choose corresponds to
a pure BMS time translation: Each member of the asymptotic
fleet rides along]/]w. Note that, although]/]w is every-
where timelike inM ~at least in the relevant exterior re-
gions!, theextensionof ]/]w to I1 in a conformal comple-
tion M̂ of the physical spacetimeM is in fact a null vector
which lies inI1. ~While we occasionally find it clarifying to
make reference to the concept of a conformal completion, we
do not explicitly use conformal completions in this paper.!
Therefore, heuristically, one should envisionS` as a space-
like slice which becomes null asymptotically~see Fig. 1!.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we write
down the familiar Bondi-Sachs form@7,12# of the spacetime
metric as well as asymptotic expansions for the associated
metric coefficients. We also introduce onM two future-
pointing null vector fieldskm andlm ~do not confusekm with
the mean curvaturek). Both vector fields point everywhere
normal to our collectionB(w,R) of two-surfaces, and

FIG. 1. In this figure one dimension of the two-surfaces
B(w* ,R) is suppressed. The shaded, partially cut-away, conical
surface depicts the null hypersurfaceN5N(w* ) determined by a
constant valuew5w* of retarded time. Heuristically, in the limit
R→` theS slice spanningB(w* ,R) becomes the asymptotic slice
S` which spans a round spherical cut ofI1, and one should envi-
sion the spacelike sliceS` as becoming null asymptotically. Al-
though]/]w is timelike everywhere in thephysicalspacetimeM
~at least in relevant exterior regions!, theextensionto I1 of ]/]w

~in a conformal completionM̂ ofM) is a null vector which lies in
I1. Again, heuristically, onB(w* ,`) theS` hypersurface normal
um]/]xm is ]/]w.
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kml
m521. Next, we construct onN a timelike vector field

um:5 1
2k

m1 lm ~equality restricted toN ), which in our analy-
sis will definefor eachB alongN a spacelike spanning three-
surfaceS. In Sec. III we use theS three-surfaces determined
by um to define an unreferenced energy surface density
«uphy5k/k for eachB slice of N and then examine the
asymptotic limit ofk/k. In Sec. IV we consider the asymp-
totic expression for the flat-space reference density
«uref5kuref/k, but give the derivation of this expression in the
Appendix. Next, we assemble the results of the previous two
sections and prove the main claim~1.1!. In Sec. V we exam-
ine the ‘‘smeared energy surface density,’’ which is the
Hamiltonian value corresponding to an arbitrary supertrans-
lation. We then specialize our result for the smeared energy
surface density to express the full Bondi-Sachs four-
momentum in terms of Hamiltonian values. In Sec. VI we
examine the smeared energy surface density via the spin-
coefficient formalism and show that it equals the ‘‘supermo-
mentum’’ of Geroch@9# as written by Dray and Streubel
@13#. The Appendix is devoted to a detailed analysis of the
reference term.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In terms of a Bondi coordinate system the metric of our
asymptotically flat spacetimeM takes the standard form
@7,12#

gmndx
mdxn52UVdw222UdwdR1sab~dx

a1Wadw!

3~dxb1Wbdw!, ~2.1!

wherea,b areB indices running overu,f. We assume the
following expansions for the various metric coefficients
above:2

V5122mR211DV , ~2.2a!

U512 1
2 ~X21Y2!R221DU , ~2.2b!

Wu5~2X cotu1X,u1Y,fcscu!R221DWu,

Wf5cscu~2Y cotu1Y,u2X,fcscu!R221DWf,
~2.2c!

sab5R2dab1@~2X!u ,au ,b1~4Y sinu!u ,~af ,b!

2~2X sin2u!f ,af ,bR1Dsab
. ~2.2d!

HereX(w,u,f) andY(w,u,f) are, respectively, the real and
imaginary parts of the asymptotic shearc5X1 iY,
m(w,u,f) is the all-importantmass aspect, dab is the metric
of a unit-radius round sphere, and commas denote partial
differentiation. In the Appendix we examine the form of the
two-metricsab in more detail. Remainder terms, denoted by
theD symbol, always fall off faster~or have slower growth,
as the case may be! than the terms which precede them. For
instance,DV denotes a term which falls offfaster than
O(R21).

Introduce the future-directed null covector field
km52eh¹mw, where the scalar functionh5h(w,R,u,f) is
a point-dependent boost parameter. The null covectorkm is
orthogonal to the spheresB(w,R), and the functionh gives
us complete freedom in choosing the extent ofkm at each
point of anyB two-surface. We shall find it necessary later to
assume thath falls off faster than 1/AR on every outgoing
ray. Also define another future-directed null vector fieldlm

which is orthogonal to theB(w,R) and normalized so that
kml

m521. As one-forms these null normals are

kmdx
m52ehdw, ~2.3a!

lmdx
m52e2hUdR2 1

2 e
2hUVdw, ~2.3b!

while as vector fields they are

km]/]xm5ehU21]/]R, ~2.4a!

lm]/]xm5e2h]/]w2 1
2 e

2hV]/]R2e2hWa]/]xa.
~2.4b!

Now defineum:5 1
2k

m1 lm andnm:5 1
2k

m2 lm alongN as
the timelike and spacelike unit normals of theB two-
surfaces. For each sliceB of the null hypersurfaceN, the
normalsum and nm determine a spanning spacelike three-
surfaceS. As mentioned previously, the three-surfaceS is
not unique and, moreover, need not be defined throughout
M. Indeed, there is no guarantee thatum as defined is even
surface forming.~That is, in generalum does not satisfy the
Fröbinius conditionu[a¹mun]50.! Nevertheless, our con-
struction provides us with what we need: a unit timelike
vectorum orthogonal toB. We can therefore obtain an un-
referenced energy surface densityk/k which is the same for
any slice or partial sliceS that containsB and has a timelike
unit normal which agrees withum at B.

Our construction implies

um]/]xm→]/]w ~2.5!

on each ray asR→`. Now, the standard realization of the
BMS-group Lie algebra~as vector fields on future null infin-
ity! identifies theextensionof ]/]w to I1 ~in a conformal
completionM̂ of M) with a pure time translation@7,6#.
Therefore, asymptotically, our fiducial surfaceS` deter-
mines precisely the pure time-translation generator of the
BMS group. We donot claim thatum generates an ‘‘infini-
tesimal asymptotic symmetry transformation’’ in the sense of
Sachs@7#, i.e., that the various coefficients associated with
the transformed metricgmn12¹ (mun) satisfy the falloff con-
ditions ~2.2!; however, this is unimportant for our construc-
tion.

2Up to theD remainder terms, our expansions in the radial coor-
dinateR coincide with those given by Sachs; however, we do not
assume that theD remainder terms are necessarily expandable in
powers of inverseR, an assumption which would be tantamount to
what Sachs calls the ‘‘outgoing radiation condition’’@7#. Recently,
Chruściel et al. have shown that ‘‘polyhomogeneous’’ expansions
in terms ofR2 i logjR also provide a consistent framework for solv-
ing the characteristic initial value problem of the Bondi-Sachs type
@12#. They argue that the so-called outgoing radiation condition is
overly restrictive.
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III. COMPUTATION OF THE QUASILOCAL ENERGY
SURFACE DENSITY

We now turn to the task of calculating an expression for
the unreferenced quasilocal energy surface density
«uphy5k/k. Our starting point is the definition
k:52smn¹mnn , where the two-metricsmn5gmn12k(ml n)

serves as the projection operator intoB. We find it conve-
nient to write3 k52m1r, where in the standard notation of
the spin-coefficient formalism@8# 2m and r are, respec-
tively, the expansions associated with the inward null normal
and outward null normal toB. These are given by the for-
mulas

m5 1
2sml¹ml l5 1

2 ~¹ml
m1knlm¹ml n!, ~3.1a!

r52 1
2sml¹mkl52 1

2 ~¹mk
m1 l nkm¹mkn!. ~3.1b!

As a technical tool, it proves convenient to introduce fiducial
vector fieldsk̂m and l̂ m determined from Eq.~2.4! by setting
h50 onN. From the middle expressions above, it is obvi-
ous thatm5e2hm̂ andr5ehr̂, where the easier-to-calculate
expressionsm̂ andr̂ are built exactly as in Eq.~3.1! but with
the fiducial null normalsk̂m and l̂ m. Therefore, we may as-
sume thath50 while calculating the spin coefficients in Eq.
~3.1! and then simply multiply theh50 results by the ap-
propriate factor to get the correct general expressions. Let us
sketch the calculation. First, from Eq.~2.3a! with h50 note
that k̂m¹mk̂n50, becausek̂n is a gradient. Next, using both
expressions~2.3! with h50, one can work the second term
inside the parentheses of Eq.~3.1a! into the form

k̂n l̂ m¹m l̂ n52U21 l̂ m¹mU1 1
2k̂

m¹mV. Finally, one writes the
covariant-divergence terms as ordinary divergences; for ex-
ample,¹mk̂

m5(2g)21/2]m(A2gk̂m), where the square root
of ~minus! the determinant of the spacetime metric is
A2g5UAs.

Following these steps and multiplying by the appropriate
boost factors at the end of the calculation, one finds

m5 1
4e

2hs21ṡ2 1
8e

2hVs21s82 1
2 e

2hdaW
a, ~3.2a!

r52 1
4 e

hU21s21s8. ~3.2b!

Here the overdot denotes partial differentiation by]/]w, the
prime denotes partial differentiation by]/]R, andda denotes
the B covariant derivative. SinceR is an areal radius, we
may takes5R4sin2u @see the form of theB metric given in
Eq. ~A4!#. Therefore, we obtain the compact expressions

m52 1
2 e

2hVR212 1
2 e

2hdaW
a, ~3.3a!

r52ehU21R21. ~3.3b!

Adding twice Eq.~3.3a! to ~3.3!, we arrive at our desired
expression

k52~e2hV1ehU21!R212e2hdaW
a, ~3.4!

which has the asymptotic form

k522R2112m~w* ,u,f!R222daW
a1Dk . ~3.5!

Note that we have chosen not to expand theO(R22) pure
divergence term2daW

a. Our assumption about the falloff of
h ensures that a term2h2/R which appears in the asymp-
totic expression fork can be swept intoDk .

IV. BONDI-SACHS MASS

Write the total quasilocal energy asE5Euphy2Euref, with
the totalunreferencedquasilocal energyEuphy taken as

Euphy5
1

kEB~w*
,R!
d2xAsk. ~4.1!

Plugging the expansion~3.5! into the above expression, us-
ing As5R2sinu for our choice of coordinates, and integrat-
ing term by term, one finds

Euphy52R1MBS~w* !1DEuphy. ~4.2!

Here the Bondi-Sachs mass associated with thew5w* cut
of I1 is the two-surface average of the mass aspect evalu-
ated atw5w* @7,5#:

MBS~w* !5
2

kE dVm~w* ,u,f!. ~4.3!

We use the notation*dV:5*0
pdu*0

2pdfsinu to denote
proper integration over the unit sphere~which is identified
with a spherical cut ofI1). In passing from Eq.~4.1! to
~4.2!, we have made an appeal to Stokes’ theorem to show
that the ‘‘dangerous’’O(R0) term that arises from proper
integration over the pure-divergence termdaW

a in Eq. ~3.5!
does indeed vanish. Hence, this term does not contribute to
the Bondi-Sachs mass and does not spoil the result~4.2!.

The reference point contribution to the energy is

2Euref52
1

kEB~w*
,R!
d2xAskuref, ~4.4!

where the asymptotic expression forkuref must be determined
from the specific asymptotic form~A4! of the Sachs two-
metric. We present this calculation in the Appendix. The
result is

2Euref5R103R01DEuref. ~4.5!

Note the absence of anO(R0) term inEuref. The result~4.5!
has just the right form, in that it removes the part ofEuphy
which becomes singular asR→` but does not itself contrib-
ute to the mass. Therefore the total quasilocal energy for
largeR is

E5E
B~w*

,R!
d2xAs«5MBS~w* !1DE . ~4.6!

This is the energy of the gravitational and matter fields as-
sociated with the spacelike three-surfaceS which spans a

3Note that the definition ofk does not depend on hownm is
extended offB.
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B slice ofN and which tends towardS` . Our main claim
~1.1! follows immediately from Eq.~4.6!.

V. SMEARED ENERGY SURFACE DENSITY

Consider the expressionHB for the on-shell value of the
gravitational Hamiltonian appropriate for a spatially bounded
three-manifoldS, subject to the choice of a vanishing shift
vector at the boundary]S5B:

HB5E
B
d2xAsN«. ~5.1!

We refer toHB as the smeared energy surface density. The
addition of this boundary term to the smeared Hamiltonian
constraint ensures that as a whole the sum is functionally
differentiable@1#. In this section we consider theR→` limit
of HB along the null hypersurfaceN in exactly the same
fashion as we considered the limit~2.1! of the quasilocal
energy previously. Before evaluating limR→`HB(w

*
,R) , let

us discuss its physical significance. Consider a particular
spherical cutB(w* ,`) of I

1. A general BMS supertransla-
tion pushesB(w* ,`) forward in retarded timew in a gen-
eral angle-dependent fashion. As is well known, the infini-
tesimal generator corresponding to such a supertranslation
has the form a]/]wuI1, where a(u,f) is any twice-
differentiable function of the angular coordinates@7#. As we
have seen,]/]w is heuristically the hypersurface normal
um at B(w* ,`) of an asymptotic spanning three-surface
S` . In other words, each member of the fleet of observers at
B(w* ,`) rides along]/]w. Therefore, again heuristically,
the on-shell value of the Hamiltonian generator of a general
BMS supertranslation is

E
B~w*

,`!
d2xAsa«. ~5.2!

This symbolic expression coincides with theR→` limit of
the smeared energy surface density~5.1!, where we set
a(u,f):5 limR→`N(R,u,f) ~suitable falloff behavior for
N is assumed!. Thus, limR→`HB(w

*
,R) defines a physically

meaningful element in the dual space of general supertrans-
lations. In this respect it is like the ‘‘supermomentum’’ of
Geroch@9#. In the next section we show explicitly that, in
fact, limR→`HB(w

*
,R) is precisely Geroch’s ‘‘supermomen-

tum.’’ Note, however, that it might be better to call such an
expression the ‘‘superenergy,’’ as it arises entirely from the
‘‘energy sector’’ of the Hamiltonian’s boundary term~that is,
the sector with vanishing shift vector! but also incorporates
the ‘‘many-fingered’’ nature of time~that is, an arbitrary
lapse function!.

Let us now evaluate theR→` limit of the smeared en-
ergy surface densityHB . As we have stated, there is no
O(R0) contribution toEuref. The absence of this contribution
stems from the fact that the two-sphere average of the coef-
ficient (2)kuref of the O(R22) piece of the reference term
kuref vanishes. As spelled out in the Appendix, this fact fol-
lows directly from an equation governing the required iso-
metric embedding ofB into Euclidean three-space. More-
over, as seen in Sec. III, the coefficient(2)k of theO(R22)

piece of the physicalk is not solely twice the mass aspect but
also contains a unit-sphere divergence term. Now, in the
present case«5(k2kuref)/k is smeared against a function
N, and so one might worry that the limit is spoiled in some
way by the presence of the smearing function. However, as
we now show,for solutions of the field equations, theunin-
tegratedexpression 4pR2« is precisely the mass aspect of
the system in theR→` limit. This striking result rests on an
exact cancellation between(2)kuref and the aforementioned
unit-sphere divergence part of(2)k.

With the machinery set up in the previous sections and the
Appendix@see in particular Eqs.~3.5! and~A2!#, we find the
limit

lim
R→`

1

2
kR2«5m~w* ,u,f!

2
1

2Fcscu]a~sinu
~2!Wa!2

1

2
~3!RG . ~5.3!

Here we setk58p ~in geometrical units! and use(3)R to
denote the coefficient of theO(R23) piece of theB Ricci
scalar. Also, the coefficients(2)Wa of the leadingO(R22)
pieces ofWa are listed in Eq.~2.2c!. Inspection of Eqs.
~2.2c! and ~2.2d! shows that(2)Wa is expressed in terms of
the same functionsX andY that appear in theO(R21) piece
of sab /R

2. Furthermore, a short calculation with theB met-
ric shows that for these solutions(3)R may be expressed in
terms of (2)Wa as follows:

2 1
2

~3!R52cscu]a~sinu
~2!Wa!. ~5.4!

Therefore, the term in Eq.~5.3! which is enclosed by square
brackets vanishes, and we obtain

lim
R→`

E
B~w*

,R!
d2xAsN«5

2

kE dVa~u,f!m~w* ,u,f!

~5.5!

for the desired limit. This result shows that theR→` limit
of the smeared energy surface density equals the smeared
mass aspect. Coupled with the findings of the next section, it
follows that Geroch’s ‘‘supermomentum’’ is just the
smeared mass aspect. This simple result does not appear to
be widely known.

Finally, recall that the Bondi-Sachs four-momentum
components4 PBS

l correspond asymptotically to a pure trans-
lation. In terms of the smeared energy surface density, one
obtains a pure translation for a judicious choice of lapse
function onB(w* ,`), namely,a(u,f)5elal(u,f), where
the el are constants and@5#

a051, ~5.6a!

a15sinu cosf, ~5.6b!

a25sinu sinf, ~5.6c!

4Underlined Greek indices refer to components of the total Bondi-
Sachs four-momentum.
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a35cosu ~5.6d!

Therefore, we writeelPBS
l (w* )5 limR→`HB(w

*
,R) for the

appropriate limiting value ofN, and thereby obtain the
Bondi-Sachs four-momentum as a Hamiltonian value.

VI. SUPERMOMENTUM

In this section we show that the null limit of the smeared
Hamiltonian boundary value, Eq.~5.1!, is the ‘‘supermomen-
tum’’ of Geroch@9#. To be precise, we show that in the null
limit HB equals Geroch’s ‘‘supermomentum’’ as written by
Dray and Streubel@13#. The spin-coefficient formalism is
required for this analysis.5 Apart from a few minor notational
changes we adopt the conventions of Dougan@14#. Geo-
metrically, the scenario is nearly the same as the one de-
scribed in the previous sections. However, we now work
with a slightly different type of Bondi coordinates, namely,
(w,r ,z,z̄), where r is an affine parameter along the null-
geodesic generators ofN and z5eifcot(u/2) is the stereo-
graphic coordinate. Dougan picks6 km52¹mw as the first
leg of a null tetrad, which is the same normal as given in Eq.
~2.3a! if h50. For convenience, in this section we ignore the
kinematical freedom associated with theh parameter, setting
it to zero throughout. As before, the vector field

um:5 1
2k

m1 lm ~equality restricted toN ) defines a three-
surface S spanning eachB slice of N. It follows that
um]/]xm→]/]w as r→`, and hence our asymptotic slice
S` again defines a pure BMS time translation.

Let us first collect the essential background results from
@14# which we will need. First, the required spin coefficients
have the asymptotic expansions7

r52r212s0s̄0r231O~r25!,

m52 1
2 r

212@C2
01s0ṡ̄01]” 0

2s̄0#r221O~r23!,

s5s0r221O~r24!, ~6.1!

wherem is Dougan’s2r8, the termC2
0 is a certain asymp-

totic component of the Weyl tensor, ands0 is the asymptotic

piece of the shear. Like before, an overdot denotes differen-
tiation by]/]w. As fully described in@14#, ]” 0 is the standard
differential operator from the compacted spin-coefficient for-
malism, here defined on theunit sphere. The expansion for
the corresponding operator associated withB is

]”5r21]” 01r22@s~ ]”̄ 0s
0!2s0]”̄ 0#1O~r23!, ~6.2!

where s5SW(w), w being the spin-weighted scalar on
which ]” acts and SW denotingspin weight. The commutator

of ]” and ]”̄ is

~ ]”̄ ]”2]” ]”̄ !w5 1
2sRw. ~6.3!

Now consider the following ansatz for theB intrinsic Ricci
scalar:

R52r221 ~3!Rr231O~r24!. ~6.4!

If we insert this expansion into Eq.~6.3! and expand both
sides of the equation @assuming w5 (0)w1 (1)wr21

1O(r22) with SW(w)51#, then to lowest order, namely,
O(r22), we get a trivial equality. However, equality at the
next order demands that

1
2

~3!R5 ]”̄ 0
2s01]” 0

2s̄0. ~6.5!

This will prove to be a very important result for our pur-
poses. Finally, Dougan gives the following expansion for the
B volume element:

d2xAs5dVr 2~12s0s̄0r22!1O~r22!. ~6.6!

~Here s is the determinant of theB metric ands0 is the
asymptotic piece of the shear.!

We now consider the spin-coefficient expression for the
smeared energy surface density introduced in Sec. V. Again,
with k52m1r, in the present notation we find

k522r2122@C2
01s0ṡ̄01]” 0

2s̄0#r221O~r23!. ~6.7!

Moreover, by an argument identical to the one found in the
last paragraph of the Appendix~although here with the affine
radius r rather than the areal radiusR), we know that the
result ~6.5! determines

kuref522r212~ ]”̄ 0
2s01]” 0

2s̄0!r221O~r23! ~6.8!

as the appropriate asymptotic expansion for the reference
term. Therefore, (k times! the full quasilocal energy surface
density is

k«522@C2
01s0ṡ̄01 1

2 ]” 0
2s̄02 1

2 ]”̄ 0
2s0#r221O~r23!.

~6.9!

At this point we consider again a smearing functionN, with
appropriate falloff behavior and limit a(z,z̄)
5limr→`N(r ,z,z̄). Using the results amassed up to now, one
computes that the limit of the smeared energy surface density
is

5Throughout Sec. VI we deal exclusively with smooth expansions
in inverse powers of anaffine radius, as we know of no work
examining the standard spin coefficient approach to null infinity
within a more general framework such as the polyhomogeneous
one. The expansions we borrow from@14# are valid for Einstein-
Maxwell theory.
6Our km and lm , respectively, correspond tol a5¹au and na in

@14#, whereu is Dougan’s retarded time. The minus sign difference
between our definition forkm and Dougan’s definition forl a stems
from a difference in metric-signature conventions@ours is
(2,1,1,1)#. The convention for the metric signature does not
affect the spin coefficients~6.1!.
7Note the dual use ofs as both the stem letter for theB two-

metric and as the spin coefficient known as the shear. We have used
s twice in order to stick with the conventions of our references as
much as possible. In all but Eq.~6.1!, where s has the spin-
coefficient meaning, it carries a ‘‘0’’ superscript denoting the as-
ymptotic piece.
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lim
r→`

E
B~w*

,r !
d2xAsN«52

2

kE dVaFC2
01s0ṡ̄01

1

2
]” 0
2s̄0

2
1

2
]”̄ 0
2s0GUw5w

*
. ~6.10!

The right-hand side of this equation is the ‘‘supermomen-
tum’’ of Geroch as written by Dray and Streubel@see Eq.
~A1.12! of @13# and set theirb50 for a Bondi frame as we
have here#, and the ‘‘supermomentum’’ is known to be the
‘‘charge integral’’ associated with the Ashtekar-Streubel flux
@15# of gravitational radiation atI1 ~in the restricted case
when the flux is associated with a supertranslation! @16#.
Dray and Streubel have discussed the importance of the par-
ticular factors of12 which multiply the last two terms within
the square brackets on the right-hand side of Eq.~6.10!. It is
evident from our approach that the origin of these1

2 factors
stems from the flat-space reference of the quasilocal energy
~flat space being the correct reference in the present context!.
When a determines a pure BMS translation, the last two
terms in the integrand integrate to zero. For instance, setting
a51, one finds that the strict energy

E5E
B~w*

,`!
d2xAs«52

2

kE dV@C2
01s0ṡ̄0#uw5w

*
~6.11!

is the standard spin-coefficient expression for the Bondi-
Sachs massMBS(w* ) @14,17#.
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APPENDIX: SUBTRACTION TERM

In this appendix we prove that the subtraction-term con-
tribution 2Euref to the quasilocal energy obeys

2Euref5R103R01DEuref ~A1!

for largeR. Moreover, we derive the result

~2!kuref52 1
2

~3!R ~A2!

relating the coefficient(2)kuref of the O(R22) piece of the
reference termkuref and the coefficient(3)R of theO(R23)
piece of theB Ricci scalarR.

The 2Euref term is constructed as follows. Consider a
genericB slice ofN. Assume thatB may be embedded iso-
metrically in Euclidean three-spaceE3 and that the embed-
ding is suitably unique~we address these issues below!. Let
(kuref)ab represent the extrinsic curvature ofB as isometri-
cally embedded inE3. The flat-space reference density is
«uref5kuref/k, and, in terms of this density,

2Euref52E
B~w*

,R!
d2xAs«uref. ~A3!

Since it is the intrinsic geometry ofB which determines the
reference termkuref, let us first collect a few results concern-
ing this geometry. In the Bondi coordinate system the two-
metric ofB takes the form@7#

sabdx
adxb5 1

2 R
2~e2g1e2d!du2

12R2sinu sinh~g2d!du df

1 1
2 R

2~e22g1e22d!sin2u df2. ~A4!

In terms of the functionsX andY, g andd have the expan-
sions@see Eq.~2.2d!#

g5~X1Y!R211Dg , d5~X2Y!R211Dd . ~A5!

As mentioned, we do not necessarily enforce Sachs’ ‘‘outgo-
ing radiation condition’’ which would, in fact, imply that in
the expansions forg and d the terms that appear after the
leadingO(R21) terms areO(R23) @7#.

From the form of the line element~A4! one easily verifies
Eq. ~2.2d! and thatAs5R2sinu. A bit more work establishes
that the scalar curvatureR of B has the asymptotic form

R52R221 ~3!RR231DR , ~A6!

where (3)R5 (3)R(w* ,u,f). We have given the explicit
form ~5.4! of the coefficient(3)R corresponding to the as-
ymptotic solutions considered here, and we have found this
coefficient to be a pure divergence on the unit sphere. That
this term integrates to zero can also be shown via the argu-
ment to follow, which does not assume that the Einstein
equations hold.

Lemma. The two-sphere average of(3)R vanishes, i.e.,
*dV (3)R50. To prove the lemma, start with the Gauss-
Bonnet theorem@18#

8p5E
B
d2xAsR5E

B
d2x sinu~21 ~3!RR211R2DR!.

~A7!

In the second line we have simply expandedR and used
As5R2sinu. On the right-hand side of the equation, integra-
tion over the first term inside the brackets gives 8p. There-
fore, we arrive at

05E dV~3!R1R3E dVDR . ~A8!

Since*dVDR falls off faster thanO(R23), theR→` limit
of this last equation proves the lemma.

Now let us discern theR dependence of the reference
term kuref. We must first address the issue of whether or not
B may be isometrically embedded inE3 in a suitably unique
way. It is known that a Riemannian manifold possessing
two-sphere topology and everywhere positive scalar curva-
ture can be globally immersed inE3. An immersion differs
from an embedding by allowing for self-intersection of the
surface~seemingly allowable provided thatkuref remains well
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defined!. The Cohn-Vossen theorem states that any compact
two-surface contained inE3 whose curvature is everywhere
positive is unwarpable. Unwarpable means that the surface is
uniquely determined by its two-metric, up to translations or
rotations inE3 ~which of course do not affectkuref) @1,19#.
Our surfaceB has two-sphere topology, and forR suffi-
ciently large the scalar curvatureR is everywhere positive. It
thus follows that for suitably largeR, the reference term
kuref is well defined.

The key equation for determining the form ofkuref is the
standard Gauss-Codazzi relation@18#

~kuref!22~kuref!b
a~kuref!a

b2R50 . ~A9!

This equation~essentially a two-dimensional version of the
Hamiltonian constraint! is an integrability criterion, obeyed
by our embedding, which relates certain components of the
vanishingRiemann tensor ofE3 to the intrinsicB curvature
scalar and the desired reference extrinsic curvature tensor
(kuref)ab . Next, sinceB approaches a perfectly round sphere
asR→`, we take the following expansions for the various
pieces of (kuref)b

a as an ansatz:

~kuref!u
u52R211 ~2!~kuref!u

uR221D~k! , ~A10a!

~kuref!f
f52R211 ~2!~kuref!f

fR221D~k! , ~A10b!

~kuref!f
u 50•R211D~k! , ~A10c!

~kuref!u
f50•R211D~k! . ~A10d!

To avoid clutter, for the various remainder terms we have
used in Eq.~A10a! simply a subscript (k) in place of what
should be (kuref)u

u , etc. Plugging the expansions~A6! and
~A10! into Eq. ~A9!, one finds that to lowest order, namely,
O(R22), the equation is identically satisfied. At the next
order, namely,O(R23), Eq. ~A9! yields the result~A2!.
Therefore, we have found the following asymptotic expan-
sion for kuref:

kuref522R212 1
2

~3!RR221Dkuref. ~A11!

The first lemma we proved above has an important conse-
quence. It ensures that the ‘‘dangerous’’O(R0) term in the
integral~A3! vanishes@regardless of whether or not Eq.~5.4!
holds, which requires that the Einstein equations are satisfied
asymptotically#. Hence we get the result~A1!.
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